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Comparison of car-following behaviour in terms of safety indicators between China and Sweden

Tong Liu and Selpi

Abstract—Understanding car-following behaviour in different countries is essential for the design and development of autonomous driving and further development of active safety systems that can function well worldwide, in particular in mixed traffic conditions. However, very few studies exist that compare car-following behaviours in different countries based on real driving data. This paper analyses the similarities and differences of drivers’ car-following behaviour, in terms of time gap, gap distance, and time to collision, using both China and Sweden datasets from real road driving studies, in a bid to identify how these indicators affect drivers’ speed control in car-following situations. Results indicate that the highest frequency of gap distance is observed in the same value-range in both datasets, while the highest frequency of time gap in the Sweden dataset is found at a lower value-range than the corresponding value-range in the China dataset. For both datasets, time gap is observed to be a more reliable indicator for car-following analysis than gap distance, since it is less sensitive to speed variations. Furthermore, time to collision (TTC) in the low travel speed ranges (v<50 km/h) tends to be steady in comparison with TTC at other speed ranges, so is the time gap in the high speed ranges (v>90 km/h). Therefore, time gap is recommended as the safety indicator for car-following analysis in high speed conditions, while a combination of time gap and TTC is recommended for low speed conditions, especially on urban roads.

Index Terms—Car-following, cross-cultural comparison, driving behaviour, safety indicator, time gap, time to collision.

I. INTRODUCTION

Car-following is one of the most important research issues in understanding driving behaviour because car-following behaviour does not only impacts traffic capacity or efficiency [1], but also plays an important role in traffic safety [2, 3]. Studying drivers’ behaviour and identifying indicators that may impact their speed control in car-following situations is also important for designing the behaviour of automated vehicles, in particular to handle mixed traffic conditions where vehicles with different levels of automation are sharing the same roads.

Towards a holistic understanding of car-following behaviour, different studies have been done to investigate the types of indicators that are critical for safe car-following in different countries. However, there have been very few studies comparing car-following behaviours of drivers in different countries based on field test data.

The main contribution of this paper is to analyse the similarities and differences of car-following behaviour in terms of safety indicators (time gap, gap distance, and time to collision) by using field test datasets from China and Sweden. This paper extends the work presented in [4], in which the relationship between safety indicators in car-following situations were investigated using data recorded through a real-road test in China. New material has been included with the purpose of creating a comparative study. This includes analysis of car-following behaviour in Sweden, comparison of car-following behaviour between China and Sweden, and a wider and deeper review of related works.

The most relevant related works are briefly reviewed here. Gap distance (distance as measured from the front bumper of the following vehicle to the back bumper of the preceding vehicle in a traffic stream) or time headway (THW, time between successive vehicles in a traffic lane as measured from front bumper to front bumper; this measure is usually available from an on-road sensor, but not from an in-vehicle sensor) have been suggested to have a significant effect on traffic capacity [5]. It was suggested in [6], that maximum road capacity is probably achieved at mean time headway of around 1.5 seconds (s), which is much shorter than the safety advice (to give at least 2-3 s gap) given to drivers in many countries [7, 8]. Besides that, a car-following gap model has been proposed to decrease the possibility of cut-in events by adjacent vehicles while ensuring the trade-off between safety and road capacity [9].

At present, safety indicators used to give warnings to drivers in car-following situations include time headway or time gap (time as measured from the front bumper of the following vehicle to the back bumper of the preceding vehicle; this is what usually available when the measurement is done by an in-vehicle sensor), gap distance or distance headway (DHW, the sum of gap distance and the length of the preceding vehicle; this measure is not usually available when the measurement is done by an in-vehicle sensor), time to collision (TTC, the expected time for the host vehicle to collide with the vehicle it follows if they remain on the same path and at the same speeds), time to accident (TA, the time to collide with other vehicles when evasive action has just been started by one of the road users if they continued with the same speeds and directions), safety margin (SM, a combination of time headway and TTC), etc. [10-14]. In addition to conventional TTCs, some modified TTC measures such as the time integrated TTC (TIT) and time exposed TTC.
(TET) have been recommended to further assess traffic safety [14]. Also, some studies suggested to use time headway as an indicator for high speed conditions and distance headway for low speed conditions [15], and to use time headway as the main determinant in conditions of longer distance and distance headway in conditions of short distance [16]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the lower the time headway or time gap is, the more likely a driver is involved in collisions or violations [17], and the greater the inverse TTC (1/TTC), the more risky a car-following situation will be [18].

Beside these, there have also been some studies that investigated the effect of road conditions and vehicle types on car-following behaviour. The analysis in [19] suggested that the distribution of gap distance varies significantly for different road conditions, while the relationship between gap distance and relative speed largely remain unchanged. In addition, it was observed in [17] that the time headway of 2-door cars is shorter than 4-door cars. In a study done in Iowa, an obvious difference in time gap was also observed for different vehicle types (car vs truck). The same study also found that time gap is relatively consistent in different urban freeways, while it is different for rural roads [20]. A different study conducted in Iran [21] showed that a car driver tends to keep a longer distance with a lead motorcycle in comparison with a lead car, and seems to be more prudent to use the gas/brake pedal if gap distance is less than 10 m when following a motorcycle compared with a similar situation when following a car.

Overall studies on car-following analysis and comparison between countries gave indications that drivers’ behaviour vary among different countries. The analysis in [22] revealed that there is a significant difference in drivers’ behaviour between the UK, France, and Germany; the time headways observed at free flow speeds in France were lower than those observed in Hamburg, which in turn were lower than those observed in the UK in similar condition. Different percentage of time is found to be spent in close following situations in three sites when the vehicle speed is above 80 km/h, and the lognormal distribution of time headway varies at different speed ranges. In a study by Pariota et al. [12], three experiments were conducted. One was conducted on a motorway in the UK by fitting a radar facing rearward to observe the following drivers. Another one was conducted in Italy by asking voluntary drivers to follow a corporate vehicle driven by an experimenter who has been asked to drive in a natural way. The last one was conducted on two motorways in Italy; drivers were asked to drive naturally in the first motorway and to follow a corporate vehicle in the second motorway. Based on these three experiments, it was found that the lognormal distribution of gap distance and the dispersion of gap distance between drivers increase with observed travel speed. In another comparison study [23], the car-following behaviour in the UK were compared with that in Japan. Drivers in Tsukuba, Japan were found to be more prone to take longer distance headway and to brake heavily when approaching a lead vehicle, while drivers in Southampton, the UK were found to prefer to keep shorter distance with lead vehicle and accelerate strongly when the speed of host vehicle is lower than the lead vehicle. Their analysis suggested that the desired time headway of Southampton drivers was just above 1.4s for speed range 30-49 km/h and just under 1s for speed range 50-69 km/h, while the desired time headway of Tsukuba drivers was just above 1.6s for speed range 30-49km/h and just under 1.2s for speed range 50-69 km/h.

Therefore, it is important to understand the similarities and differences of drivers’ behaviour and speed control strategy in car-following situations among countries, in a bid to develop corresponding active safety or warning systems compatible with driving styles or drivers’ characteristics in different countries or regions. To broaden the cross-cultural research on car-following behaviour based on field test data, this paper presents a comparison of driving behaviour and several safety indicators affecting driver’s speed control specifically in car-following using both China and Sweden datasets.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the field tests from which the data were gathered, and introduces the rules used in this study to extract car-following events. Section 3 shows the relationship of several safety indicators from different perspectives, presents the comparison of time gap and gap distance in various speed conditions, and describes the comparison of time gap and TTC with respect to various host vehicle speed ranges and relative speed ranges using datasets from China and Sweden. Section 4 discusses the results of our study and compares these with previous research. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and suggests directions for future work.

II. METHODS

A. Field tests

Two field tests were carried out independently: one in China and the other in Sweden. The dataset from China was collected in a real road driving around Huzhou district, Zhejiang province using an instrumented vehicle (Volkswagen Touran) equipped with multiple sensors. The dataset from Sweden was collected as part of the first European large-scale Field Operational Test on Active Safety Systems (euroFOT) [24] using Volvo cars for about one year in Gothenburg.

B. Participants and apparatus

The car-following data of 12 male drivers with age range 36-50 years old (mean age=41.8, standard deviation of age=4.3) and driving experience range 13-30 years (mean years of experience=21.2, standard deviation=4.8) were selected from the China dataset. All of the participants drove as they usually do in their daily driving during the real road driving test. The whole test session for each driver from China was about 70-90 minutes. The driving test was conducted on two kinds of routes: No.104 national highway and No.G25 Changshen expressway, with the speed limit of 70-90 km/h and 110 km/h, respectively. In addition, the whole test routes were in good condition with few traffic jams or congestion, except at some intersections and traffic lights on No.104 national highway. The sensors included in the field test in China consisted of a
millimetre wave radar with the range of 174 meters, field angle of +/-10 degrees and update grade of 50 milliseconds (to measure the relative angle/distance/speed between the host vehicle and the preceding vehicle), a CAN-bus acquisition card (to extract the host vehicle speed), and six camera monitoring systems (to record the front view, rear view, two side views, driver’s face and pedal area). The camera systems were used as assistance in verifying uncertain car-following events after extraction. All of the recorded data in the China dataset (the relative angle, distance, and velocity to target vehicle and the host) were all sampled at 10 Hz. The data such as TTC and time gap were calculated afterwards.

In the test of Sweden, each vehicle (Volvo V70 or XC70) was equipped with multi-sensors and logging device [25]. The recorded data includes GPS, speed, acceleration information as well as sensor information on lights, windshield wipers and type of road, etc. All data recording, including the recording of cameras, was done unobtrusively as to make the drivers feel they are not being observed. The data collection was done for a year. The car-following data of 24 drivers (11 female and 13 male) with age range 20-62 years old (mean age=47.3, standard deviation of age=11.17) were selected from the euroFOT dataset and the same kinds of car-following indicators within the speed limit of 70/90/110 km/h were extracted and analysed here.

C. Car-following events extraction

The millimetre wave radar used in the field test in China could track 64 objects simultaneously. To identify and extract the target vehicle in front of the host vehicle during the whole driving session from the radar tracking, basic extraction rules were used. The extraction rules included the following checks; if the host vehicle and the preceding vehicle are running in the same lane, the relative angle (in absolute value) with the preceding vehicle is lower than 2 degrees, the host vehicle speed is greater than 10 km/h, and the upper limit value of gap distance or time gap is 120 meters or 6 seconds.

Once the target subject(s) have been identified and the car-following events have been extracted, the data nearly the start or/and the end point(s) of the extracted events were examined. Those that were found to be part of the car-following events through video verification even though the relative angle (in absolute value) with the preceding vehicle was not less than 2 degrees were included. In this way, the real start or/and end data point(s) of those extracted events can be determined manually.

Given that the size of China dataset and the comparison purpose with Sweden dataset in this study, relatively loose thresholds, to avoid missing any car-following events, were selected. A higher threshold for the host vehicle speed could certainly be used (i.e. 18 km/h, as suggested in most previous literatures) when extracting the car-following events in a large dataset in avoidance of congestion. The threshold used here for gap distance was as proposed in [26]. The THW threshold to distinguish a free-flow or car-following situation was suggested as 6 seconds in [16], therefore the threshold for time gap was set less than 6 seconds. The result of these extraction rules applied to one Chinese driver is shown here in Fig. 1. However, in the case of Sweden, we used the available car-following events directly with the help of coding from the SQL database. Note that the parameters were also recorded in the format of gap distance and time gap rather than DHW and THW in the Sweden dataset, and time gap was up to 4 seconds in the Sweden dataset when extracting the car-following events. Hence, the same criteria was also used in China dataset and the car-following events from China which have time gap up to 4 seconds were further extracted for comparison with the car-following events from the euroFOT dataset.

![Fig. 1 Example of car-following data from one driver in China](image)

III. RESULTS

A. Distribution of safety indicators

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of gap distance in various ranges from 12 Chinese drivers and 24 Swedish drivers among the whole car-following events. The gap distance data from both datasets were classified into groups based on the distance range, as such that the gap distance values within range of (0-10m] were grouped into group of 10m and the values within range of (10-20m] were grouped into group of 20m, and so on. Fig. 2 also shows that the two highest frequencies of gap distance from both datasets are located within the range of (20-30m], which indicates that the drivers from China and Sweden are more likely to drive within that range of gap distance in car-following situations. After that range, the frequency starts to decrease gradually. Interestingly, the frequency of each gap distance range less than 40 m in Sweden dataset was higher compared to the frequency of corresponding range in China dataset, and the opposite was observed for gap distance ranges greater than 40 m.

Likewise, the frequency of time gap in various ranges for all drivers is depicted in Fig. 3. Here, time gap within range of (0-0.5s] were classified into group of 0.5s and the value within range of (0.5-1.0s] into group of 1.0s, and so on. As depicted in Fig. 3, the highest frequency of time gap was within the range of (1.5-2.0s] in China dataset and within the range of (1-1.5s] in Sweden dataset, the frequency starts to decrease gradually after the peak range. Similarly, one can find that the time gap ranges up to 2 seconds in Sweden dataset accounted for a larger proportion compared to the China dataset. However the opposite was observed for the time gap ranges greater than 2 seconds.
In addition, Fig. 4 shows the host vehicle speed distribution for all drivers with the same grouping rules mentioned above. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the peak value of host vehicle speed frequency in China dataset appeared at the range of 60-70 km/h, which was lower than the peak range of 70-80 km/h in Sweden dataset.

From the shape of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, one can observe that the time gap has a pretty similar distribution when compared with the gap distance distribution. Furthermore, one can see that the graphs of time gap and gap distance in these two figures have a ‘tail’ on the right side, while the graph of host vehicle speed in Fig. 4 has a ‘tail’ on the left side.

In Fig. 5, gap distance, time gap, and host vehicle speed distributions for individual drivers in both datasets are presented. In general, the frequency of each range was more balanced and the peak value of frequency was relatively higher within Sweden dataset (SWE dataset) compared to China dataset (CHN dataset).

**B. Comparison between mean time gap and gap distance among events from both datasets**

Besides the description of gap distance, time gap and host vehicle speed distribution for all drivers, the relationship between the mean host vehicle speed and other indicators such as mean time gap and mean gap distance was analysed among the car-following events from both datasets.

Fig. 6 shows that the mean gap distance increases as host vehicle speed increases (p < .001, r = .70). Whereas Fig. 7 shows almost no correlation between the mean time gap within 1-4s and the mean speed of host vehicles. These indicate that drivers from China and Sweden are inclined to keep a longer distance with the preceding vehicle at a high speed, while they may choose the similar time gap range when following a target vehicle despite their speed conditions in general.
C. Comparison of time gap and gap distance within different speed limits from both datasets

The previous section showed that the mean gap distance increased along with the mean host vehicle speed but the mean time gap did not seem to be affected by the mean host vehicle speed among the car-following events. In this section, the relationship between gap distance and time gap from a perspective of all car-following data is investigated. As can be observed from Fig. 8, the time gap and gap distance also show the same tendency even in different speed limits. Furthermore, for both China dataset and Sweden dataset, it was found that the span of gap distance was larger at high speed in comparison with that at low speed, while the span of time gap was similar under different speed conditions. In addition, one can see that the median time gap and gap distance from Sweden in different speed limits were lower than the values in China dataset.

To test the effect of the host vehicle speed on time gap and gap distance in different speed limits, two one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were conducted using China dataset, with the independent variables of three speed limits (70/90/110 km/h) and the dependent variables of time gap and distance gap, respectively. The values of mean gap distance are 27.89m (SD=15.35), 48.51m (SD=19.95) and 62.62m (SD=25.04) within the speed limit of 70/90/110 km/h road conditions respectively. Similarly, the mean time gap is 1.94s (SD=0.84), 2.17s (SD=0.82), or 2.09s (SD=0.89) when driving on roads with the speed limit of 70/90/110 km/h, respectively. Moreover, it was found that the host vehicle speed within three speed limits has a significant influence on the time gap (p < .001) and gap distance (p < .001). However, the mean time gap within three speed limits is located around 2.0 s.

When similar analysis was performed using the dataset from Sweden, the values of mean gap distance are 26.31m (SD=15.15), 31.62m (SD=17.37) and 50.93m (SD=23.57) within the speed limit of 70/90/110 km/h road conditions respectively. The values of mean time gap are 1.56s (SD=0.68), 1.43s (SD=0.66) and 1.79s (SD=0.77) within the speed limit of 70/90/110 km/h road conditions respectively. The ANOVA analysis suggests that the host vehicle speed within three speed limits has a significant influence on the time gap (p < .001) and gap distance (p < .001). However, the mean time gap within three speed limits is located around 1.5s.

Also, to show the relationship between the gap distance and time gap more clearly, a further comparison was made in Fig. 9 between each other in the format of cumulative frequency within different speed limits.
D. Comparison of TTC and time gap in various relative speed and host vehicle speed ranges from both datasets

In this section, a comparison of TTC and time gap in various relative speed and host vehicle speed ranges was conducted. Note that the TTC is taken into account for car-following behaviour analysis only when the host vehicle speed is higher than the lead vehicle speed. Hence, relative speed here is defined as $\Delta V = V_{\text{host}} - V_{\text{lead}}$. Considering the relative speed was recorded in the opposite format in Sweden dataset, we only extracted the negative value of Delta-V on account of TTC would tend to lie along a horizontal line (i.e. nearly 100 seconds) with regard to a positive Delta-V.

For both China and Sweden dataset, when time gap was plotted against TTC, it could be observed that the correlation between them increases as the host vehicle speed range increases (Fig. 10). When plotting time gap and TTC separately against the relative speed (Fig. 11), one could find that at low relative speed (5-10 km/h), the mean TTC values are very different for different host vehicle speed ranges, and the difference of mean TTC values for different host vehicle speed ranges decreases as the relative speed range increases. And it was just the opposite for time gap, that is, at low relative speed, the mean time gap values for different host vehicle speed ranges are similar, and this difference of mean time gap values for different host vehicle speed ranges has tendency to increase as the relative speed range increases. Also, for a certain relative speed range depicted in Fig. 11, TTC appears to increase as the host vehicle speed increases, while time gap seems to decrease as the increase of host vehicle speed.

In addition, from Fig. 11 one could see that for different host vehicle speed ranges, time gap has a tendency to increase as the relative speed increases and TTC has a tendency to decrease as the relative speed increases. From Fig. 11, it should also be noted that TTC within low speed ranges ($v<50$ km/h) is relatively steady in comparison with other host vehicle speed ranges. Likewise, time gap is relatively steady under high speed conditions ($v>90$ km/h). These suggest that time gap is more suitable to be used as a safety indicator for car-following in high-speed conditions, but a combination of time gap and TTC seem needed to be used as a safety indicator for car-following in low-speed conditions.

To explore what kind of combination ratio of TTC and time gap is appropriate to be a decision threshold for speed control in the low speed ranges, time gap and TTC in various host vehicle speed ranges and relative speed ranges from CHN and SWE dataset (see Tables 1-4) were analysed. To show the tendency more clearly, as an example, time gap and TTC in the relative speed range of 5-10 km/h and 25-30 km/h with the speed range of 90-110 km/h and 30-50 km/h were depicted in Fig. 12. Note that the weighted value of TTC and time gap becomes closer if giving them different proportions (i.e. 50% TTC+50% time gap, or 40% TTC + 60% time gap) in two extreme relative speed ranges. However, given that it is not a constant number within different relative speed and speed ranges, there is not enough support to suggest an exact proportion of TTC and time gap to be used as a decision threshold for speed control in the low speed ranges based on the existing results. Therefore, a combination of time gap and TTC (although no exact proportion is given here) is still suggested to be the safety indicator for analysis of car-following behaviours at a low speed range, especially in urban traffic. While at a high speed range, time gap is more appropriate to be used in car-following situations.

Fig. 10 The time gap and TTC distribution for both CHN dataset (above) and SWE dataset (below) when the host vehicle speed range was 10-30 km/h (left) or 90-110 km/h (right) with a relative speed range of 5-10 km/h

Fig. 11 Mean TTC (left) and time gap (right) in different speed and relative speed ranges for both CHN and SWE dataset
Here, we compare the results obtained through this study with those from previous research (see Table 5). In this study, the highest frequency of time gap in car-following situations is within the range of 1.5–2.0s in the China dataset, which is consistent with the results obtained by [27]. The highest frequency of time gap to the preceding vehicle in the Sweden dataset is in the range of 1.0–1.5s, which is similar to the results observed in [28] (1.0–1.5s in the speed range of 30–69 km/h in the UK, 1.0–1.5s in the speed range of 30–49 km/h in Japan, 0.5–1.0s in the speed range of 50–69 km/h in Japan). The distribution of gap distance in this study is similar to the results in [29]. The highest frequency of gap distance observed in [29] for various kinds of vehicles is within the range of 20–25 m, which is similar to the results obtained from both the China and Sweden datasets (20–30 m).

Although both of the highest frequencies of gap distances are within the range of 20–30 m, the frequency of each gap distance range less than 40 m in the Sweden dataset, which is higher compared to the frequency of the corresponding range in the China dataset, and the opposite is observed for gap distance ranges greater than 40 m. Likewise, the peak value of time gap in the Sweden dataset is shorter than the peak value in the China dataset, and the ranges of time gap less than 2 s in the Sweden dataset account for a larger proportion compared to the China dataset. However, the opposite is found for the time gap ranges greater than 2 s. Furthermore, the median time gap and gap distance from the Sweden dataset in different speed limits were also lower than the corresponding values in the China dataset. These differences may be explained by two factors. One is that the participants recruited in China were all professional drivers (driving school instructors), and the whole test routes were in good condition with few traffic jams or congestion. The other can be attributed to a different driving culture (or driving environment, to be more precise), that is, many drivers in China expect that some other drivers might not respect the traffic rules and have some irregular driving behaviour (i.e. cut in suddenly), which will threaten their safety [30]. Hence, they prefer to keep longer distance deliberately or have a willingness to create gaps in certain situations to avoid a potential side or rear-end crash with other vehicles.

One may question if the differences could be explained by the fact that there are both male and female drivers in the Sweden dataset while there are only male drivers in the China dataset. However, previous research reviewed in [31] gives mixed results on whether there is a relationship between gender and driving behaviour. Further, previous research comparing male and female driver behaviours in Sweden suggest that there are only marginal differences between the two groups, e.g. related to speed and headway driving behaviour [32]. The host vehicle speed distributions of both the China and Sweden datasets are similar for the segments of data where the speed limits are the same. However, the peak value of host vehicle speed frequency in the China dataset was a little bit lower than the peak range in the Sweden dataset.
For both the China and Sweden datasets, the spread of gap distance at high speed is bigger in comparison with the spread at low speed. Also, the mean gap distance increases along with the increase of speed. This is in line with what was concluded in [29, 33–37]. Time gap shows almost no correlation with the host vehicle speed. This is analogous to the results in [38–40], that is, distance headway increases as the host vehicle speed increases and time headway is nearly constant in different speed ranges. However, time headway is described to decrease as the host vehicle speed increases in [22], [41, 42]. This may have some relationship with the congestion conditions in [41], simulation conditions in [42], and that there were only a few data points in [22].

The characteristics of TTC and time gap under different relative speed and speed conditions were also examined. TTC increases with the increase of host vehicle speed under certain relative speed ranges, while time gap tends to decrease with the increase of host vehicle speed. Specifically, TTC at low speed (v<50 km/h) is relatively steady in comparison with other speed ranges. Likewise, time gap is relatively steady under high speed conditions (v>90 km/h). Therefore, time gap and TTC are suggested to be used together as a combined safety indicator for car-following in low-speed conditions, such as an urban traffic environment, while time gap is recommended as a safety indicator for car-following in high-speed conditions.

Similar to the findings here, the need of including TTC in addition to time headway was also proposed by [26] based on a driving simulator study. In particular they suggest that (TTC+THW)/2 can be used to guide decision making for pedal control in car-following. While our analysis based on real driving data from China and Sweden support the importance of TTC as part of the decision threshold for pedal control in low speed car-following conditions, further research is needed before an exact formula involving TTC and time gap can be specified.

Table 5. A summary of previous research conducted in different locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Related findings</th>
<th>Type of research</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ha et al. [27]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>The highest frequency of THW is within the range of (1.5-2s) for RN118 national roadway and A6 motorway roads in France.</td>
<td>Real-world (roadside data from national road and motorway)</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sato &amp; Akamatsu [28]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>The highest frequency is 1.0-1.5s in the speed range of 30-69 km/h for trunk roads and motorways in the UK, 1.0-1.5s in the range of 30-49 km/h and 0.5-1.0s in the range of 50-69 km/h for urban roads and a bypass in Japan.</td>
<td>Real-world (instrumented vehicle)</td>
<td>Japan and the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. [30]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>The average THW around signalised intersections is 2.5-2.9 s in China, almost 20-30% longer than the value in the Netherlands.</td>
<td>Real-world (roadside observation)</td>
<td>China and the Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsden et al. [22]; Brackstone et al. [41]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>THW decreases as the host vehicle speed increases at three sites from three different countries.</td>
<td>Real-world (instrumented vehicle)</td>
<td>UK, France, and Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. [42]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>THW decreases as the host vehicle speed increases.</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siebert et al. [39]</td>
<td>THW</td>
<td>THW thresholds do not significantly differ for different speeds.</td>
<td>Driving simulator</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanik et al. [29]</td>
<td>DHW</td>
<td>The highest frequency of DHW for all types of vehicles at four collected segments along multilane highway is 20-25 m; DHW increases with speed.</td>
<td>Real-world (using roadside video cameras)</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackstone et al. [33]; Meng et al. [34]; Sangster et al. [36]</td>
<td>DHW</td>
<td>DHW increases as the host vehicle speed increases.</td>
<td>Real-world (instrumented vehicle)</td>
<td>UK, China, and U.S.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeung &amp; Wong [37]</td>
<td>THW &amp; DHW</td>
<td>THW is the lowest at 65 km/h and DHW increases with speed for open expressway; THW/DHW increases with speed for tunnel expressway.</td>
<td>Real-world (using video footages of expressways)</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paun [38]; Taieb-Maimon &amp; Shinar [40]</td>
<td>THW &amp; DHW</td>
<td>DHW increases as the host vehicle speed increases and THW is nearly constant for different speeds.</td>
<td>Real-world (using roadside video cameras)</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risto &amp; Martens [35]</td>
<td>THW &amp; DHW</td>
<td>Varying speed affects driver’s ability to keep the instructed THW and DHW, drivers choose smaller than instructed DHW at higher speed ranges.</td>
<td>Driving simulator</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mai et al. [26]</td>
<td>THW &amp; TTC</td>
<td>(TTC+THW)/2 is suggested as a strategy of decision making for pedal control in car-following situations.</td>
<td>Driving simulator</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu &amp; Selpi (In this research)</td>
<td>Time gap &amp; Gap distance &amp; TTC</td>
<td>The highest frequency of time gap is within the range of (1.5-2s) in China and (1-1.5s) in Sweden, and the highest frequencies of gap distance from both datasets are located within the range of (20-30m) for roads with posted speed limit 90-110km/h. Time gap is recommended as the safety indicator in high speed conditions (v&gt;90km/h), while a combination of time gap and TTC is recommended for low speed conditions (v&lt;50km/h).</td>
<td>Real-world (instrumented vehicle)</td>
<td>China and Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. CONCLUSION

Similarities and differences of car-following behaviour in China and Sweden in terms of several safety indicators have been analysed, and how these indicators affect drivers’ speed control in car-following situations have been examined. The distributions of gap distance, time gap, and host vehicle speed have been presented. Time gap and gap distance among events and in different speed conditions have been compared. The characteristics of TTC and time gap under different relative speed and host vehicle speed conditions have also been described. Results from this study can be summarised as follows:

1. The highest frequency of gap distance is observed in the same value-range in each of the datasets, while the highest frequency of time gap in Sweden dataset is found at a value-range less than the corresponding value-range in China dataset.

2. Considering gap distance is found to be more sensitive to the speed variations in comparison with time gap, it is recommended to use time gap as a safety indicator rather than gap distance in car-following situations.

3. TTC is found to be more steady at low speed (v<50 km/h) compared with TTC at other host vehicle speed ranges. Similarly, time gap is relatively steady under high speed conditions (v>90 km/h). Hence, the indicator of time gap is recommended as a safety indicator for car-following in high-speed conditions, and time gap and TTC are recommended to be used together as a combined safety indicator for car-following in low-speed conditions, especially on urban roads.

Limitations of this work include the followings. The China dataset used here is only from 12 drivers. Though 12 drivers seem to be a small number, Higgs and Abbas [43] found that the results from 10 car-drivers in their study gave enough variation. Also, the participants recruited in China are all driving school instructors, so the results obtained from the China dataset may only represent the characteristics of this specific group of drivers.

Based on this study and other comparison studies reviewed here, it seems clear that there are strong environmental influences on driving behaviours. Therefore, future work could look at environmental influences on driving behaviour more closely. For the development of autonomous driving systems that can function well worldwide it would be important to also understand the extent to which lane-change behaviour varies in different countries.
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